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HOW
MACHINES
LEARN
Computer scientists in Hildesheim work with complex data. Some develop
algorithms on parking prediction, adaptive tutoring systems in e-learning and
recommender systems for online-shops. Other focus on knowledge extraction
from text and handwritten character recognition. A visit to the Hildesheim Lab.
By Isa Lange (text and interview) and Daniel Kunzfeld (photos)
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reduced by predictive parking”, Eya Boumaiza says.
She works with real data from everyday transitions
from different drivers in different places in Germany. At the end of her master studies, the 25-yearold focus on her doctoral thesis and continues
with her research in the field of mobility. “Within
this master program comes a mandatory course on
information and data ethics.
As opposed to my master
thesis topic in which data is
collected from cars and their
locations and used in order
to recommend free parking
nearby, in my ethics project, I
chose to work on the ethical
issues of connected cars.”
The scientist experiences
the conflict of the need of as
much data as possible to build
better predictive models and
the fear of data manipulation
or unauthorized use of personal data. “We should
think about developing learning systems that take
into consideration the data protection and security
implications. Users permission is required to use
their data and it should be clear for them which data
will be exactly used. As a data scientist I am interested in exploring as much real world data as possible
but at the same time as a human and as a user of
techs, computers, phones and cars, I don’t want my
personal data to be violated. The data privacy and
protection regulations are not enough developed,
or we can say ignored, compared to the advanced
development in techs and machine learning.”

WE DEVELOP
MACHINES THAT RIVAL
THE HUMAN-LEVEL
INTELLIGENCE ON
CERTAIN COGNITIVE
TASKS. COMPUTERS
LEARN AND WRITE
OUR LANGUAGE.

She is a doctoral student in Hildesheim, her area is »Machine
learning for natural language
processing«, this means she is
mainly applying machine learning techniques on texts. “What
is my aim? Briefly, we have
huge text data such as tweets.
We want those data to answer
many of people‘s questions. We
collect and analyze all those texts and then apply
machine learning techniques to train a model which
can answer our questions.” She found Hildesheim
through the internet and applied because of the excellent team in the field of machine learning and data
science, before she studied in Sweden and France.

Solving real world problems using maths, programming and data, that is why Eya Boumaiza studies
in Hildesheim. The master student of the »Data
Analytics« program started two years ago.
“At the beginning it was really difficult to go
through numerous advanced theoretical and applied
courses. By the time I have learned to teach machines how to think. Human beings are favoured by
their brains, but what if the memory and computational power of machines are much greater than
humans power? At the beginning I was thinking of
machine learning from an abstract point of view, but
by the time, I was amazed by the implications of this
field in our real world problems and more specifically in our daily lives especially that we are living
in a world where machines are becoming more and
more dominant.“ She had the opportunity to experience how machine learning can contribute to solving
one of our daily life problems when she started working on her master thesis project for parking prediction. “The aim of this project is to help a driver find
a free or available parking place.” Lack of parking is
not only a problem for big cities, but also in towns.
For example, every year around the university parking problems arise with residents, because students
go back and forth, park incorrectly and even block
escape routes, instead of using free spaces in just a
few minutes‘ walk. “30 percents of a city traffic is
caused by the parking problem. This problem can be

They both work at the Information Systems and
Machine Learning Lab at University of Hildesheim
in the team of Professor Lars Schmidt-Thieme.
Mesay Samuel is also part of the team of Hildesheim
machine learning experts. He is an academic staff
member at Faculty of Computing and Software
Engineering at Arba Minch University in Ethiopia. He is a doctoral student in a joint program at
Mekelle University in Ethiopia and University of
Hildesheim in Germany. Currently the 32-year-old
is for six months a Visiting Researcher at the Information Systems and Machine Learning Lab. We met
him at the Lab in Hildesheim.

Mr. Samuel, you are an expert in computer science
and focus on data mining, artificial neural networks
and machine learning. What is your motivation?
Machine learning is a sub-specialisation of artificial
intelligence. We develop machines that rival the
human-level intelligence on certain cognitive tasks.

It is very interesting to see how computers learn,
write and understand our language, computers can
easily communicate with us like we do with humans.
It is a promising forward-looking research topic.

What do you want to find out in your research?
I try to develop an algorithm that can easily understand the handwriting character of human beings.
This allows us to digitize and read handwritten
documents.

Do you focus on one language?
I help to make a computer or an algorithm learn
our handwriting, particularly the Amharic characters, which is one of the Ethiopian languages. In
my research I focus on intelligent optical character
recognition of Amharic documents. In Ethiopia,
we have a lot of history and knowledge, which is
preserved in handwritten texts. Amharic language
is the official language of the federal government of
Ethiopia and copious historic and national documents are kept and recorded in Amharic. We need to
keep handwritten documents in a computer, we need
software that can understand the text so that we can
search and create searchable data.

Why do you focus on Ethiopian handwriting?
We are in a digital age. People have a mobile and
tablet, when you look for information and knowledge you use the internet. But in the context of
Ethiopia, a lot has been done. What we are thinking now is new knowledge, is already known by
Ethiopians very long back. By the way, we have our
own calendar, we have our own writing system and
the thoughts and research findings of our ancestors
are existing over a long time. They wrote about the
solar system, how the sun is involved, how we can
count each day. It is a very big knowledge – but it is
kept handwritten. Unless we digitize those thoughts
and knowledge and make it part of the internet, we
cannot make it accessible. We have to integrate that
knowledge to the world, that is my aim. Many old
documents are religious documents, especially the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church, which has a more than
2000-year history. Over time, this church has led the
country, it is not just a document of religious rites
and God. There are also documents on how to lead
people, how to handle criminals, how to do cultural
things. There was a time when religion was the State
over 2000 years ago. Wars and conflicts have damaged many scripts. But there are documents that have
survived the times. Old books that have been written
on leather for more than a thousand years have been
preserved as they are.

Why is this research important?
I am developing a very simple general algorithm that
can easily read people’s handwriting and transfer the
transcript to the computer. Software developers can
use this basis for further development and integration into their system. You can give a person a paper,
let the person write on paper whatever she wants,
you can easily take this paper and insert it into the
computer instead of asking the person if she can type
it into the computer herself. So we have a digital copy.

But how difficult is it? The handwriting is complex.
How can a computer understand the complexity?
It is an important question. Actually, the thing
behind machine learning is not to write one code in
a program, which solves one problem that is a traditional way of programming. What machine learning
is: The programmer will not solve the program; the
algorithm itself tries to learn a solution to solve the
problem. This is the technic how we do: we give the
computer a lot of handwritten documents and the
program itself tries to learn the patterns how people
write, to recognize different handwriting.

People write very differently, the manuscripts vary.
How does a computer manage to recognize the same
characters, even though they are different graphically?
The human handwriting manifests itself in a variety
of writings. Machine learning algorithm tries to learn
this variety. You tell the computer, A, A and A is
»A«, B, B and B is »B«, so now the algorithm tries to
get what is »A« and what is »B«. The computer will
learn the similarities, the endings and curve and the
varieties of one character.

We as humans also have the problem, that sometimes
we cannot read a handwritten text.
But you will learn – and this is one thing we want to
bring in AI, artificial intelligence. We are trying to
make computers learn like humans. We are teaching
the computer. That is why we do not call this process »human learning« but »machine learning«. We
are letting the machine to learn by itself. In the field
of »artificial neural networks« we copy how our
brain works, how things are processed in the brain –
we try to copy this to the computer structure to act
like a brain. Everytime we look how people learn.

Does a handwriting recognition technology for
Amharic language exist?
There are very few attempts but they are not perfect
and efficient. Limited research works have been
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The computer scientists in Hildesheim want to
make machines as intelligent as possible as human
beings. “Machines can make our life easier”, Rosa
Tsegaye Aga says. “As human beings, we have many
important and valuable things to do, so we want to
keep our mind busy on them and let a machine do
the other routine and time-consuming things. So the
human brain can be occupied
on the important things such as
innovation.”
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How can a computer learn to read this Amharic handwritten manuscript? Bahrä hassab, Sea of Computation, monastery Däbrä Dammo (Tigray, northern
Ethiopia) 19th century. Manuscript digitized by the Ethio-SPaRe project, Hiob Ludolf Center for Ethiopian Studies, Asien-Afrika-Institut at Hamburg University.
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The Amharic alphabet has 265 characters including
27 labialized and 34 base characters with six orders
representing derived vocal sounds of the base character. The large number of characters, the similarity
of the characters, and the lack of a standard for
Amharic fonts are the main reasons that have made
it difficult to advance machine-based recognition in
quantity and quality.

Can you give an example on the similarity of the
characters? Why is handwritten recognition difficult?
If people write the following two different sets of
alphabets which have different sounds, it is difficult
to differentiate them.

Handwritten character recognition for Latin based
scripts like English and German are well developed.
Still it is a problem for unconstrained free handwriting especially for non-Latin scripts like Ethiopic,
Chinese and Indian languages. Regarding the Amharic handwritten database, so far there is one database prepared by Yaregal Assabie and Josef Bigun.
I will use this database and may add on if necessary.

How remarkable are the results on poor quality
handwriting, unusual spacing or water damage? Does
a machine also recognize the handwriting if only partial letters exist, for example due to damage or stains?
Well, the performance of the systems, like accuracy, is a research question where the researchers
including me develop new techniques and evaluate
the performance every time to update and progress. Sure, there is no limit for research every time
we will try to make our systems as intelligent as
possible. Why not even make the machine write or
record while you are thinking? Maybe you do not
like it. But researchers in artificial intelligence every
time try whatever impossible to make it possible.

What fascinates you about the digital technologies?
What is possible with your development?
Many of important documents in Ethiopia are not
digitized especially historically we do have very rich
literature which are written in Ge‘ez language. Digitizing is a relatively easy task – you receive the documents as an image format. My motivation is beyond
digitization – we need technologies which convert
those images to editable and searchable electronic
texts, technically called »Optical Character Recognition«. My ultimate goal is to address any Ethiopic
handwritings. For my current
research, the goal is to develop
handwritten Amharic character
recognition. I create a holistic
handwritten character recognition model that can better
recognize scanned handwritten
documents to understand a
text. The results of the study
will be used in the development
of different localized technologies like digitization of handwritten Amharic documents
and handwritten Amharic text
to speech systems.

This is a question for everyone. People think, a
computer can do for us everything. But that is a
wish. When you are a part of the computer science
and you are the one to make computers to do everything, you try to find solutions to solve peoples
problems. That is the expectation of the people –
making a computer, a device or a technology to be
as intelligent as possible. That is interesting.

Are you worried about the ethical issues that result
from the masses of data available today?

BOOKS THAT HAVE
BEEN WRITTEN ON
LEATHER MORE THAN
A THOUSAND YEARS
AGO HAVE BEEN
PRESERVED AS THEY
ARE. WE HAVE TO
INTEGRATE THAT
KNOWLEDGE TO
THE WORLD.

A very important question
– people do not trust what
is going on in a computer.
This comes from the fact,
that usually when a computer
scientist develops something,
he does it from himself without
integrating people from social
science and psychology.
That is why we have technology around us, which is
not trustable. The solution
I recommend for computer
scientists is, that everytime we
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How many alphabets exist in the Amharic language?

Do databases exist for Amharic language or do
you have to start from the beginning, teaching the
machine the characters?
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Mesay Samuel is a
Visiting Researcher
at the Information
Systems and Machine
Learning Lab.

have to include people from social science and ethics, good facilities, the books, the courses and the interbecause they know the culture and feeling of people. national team of students, postdocs and professors,
that really attracts me. I had an interview via internet
In Hildesheim scientists in social, political and combetween Hildesheim and my home town Arba
puter science work together in the »Center for Digital
Minch. It is perfect, Professor Lars Schmidt-Thieme
Change«. The idea is to get the disciplines together.
is an expert for machine learning, he is happy, that
I have language experts from the Ethiopian side. In
In my doctoral thesis, I bring together cultural
the international cooperation we complement each
science, language and social science with the technical other very well. You may think Hildesheim is a
side. I expect from Universities, that the disciplines
small city, but when it comes to the excellence here,
from the culture and technology campus should come Hildesheim has a very nice excellence in academics.
together and create an interdisciplinary curriculum
for students like »social informatics« and educate
What does international exchange mean to you?
people who balance the technology and social aspects.
You have the opportunities, to share your thoughts.
Why did you choose to come to Hildesheim?
In Hildesheim we create a kind of mini world, the
students in »Data Science« come from Nigeria, Iran,
I applied for a scholarship from the Ethiopian
India, Mexico or Pakistan. That is an advantage
Ministry of Education. I had a panel discussion and
to learn. We can include more perspectives in this
interview to check my capacity in Addis Abeba. In
international team. While I am doing my research in
this tough process of application, they recommended Hildesheim, I participate in the discussions, we have
me to contact the University of Hildesheim. My per- a reading group and meet every Tuesday, one of us
fect place is the Information Systems and Machine
presents a paper, each of us has a chance to explain
Learning Lab. When I look on the Lab and the very his perspective. That is very good interaction.
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done in Amharic optical character recognition and
the performances of the available prototypes were
not acceptable in terms of accuracy especially when
provided with unconstrained writer independent
handwritten real life documents. So far, there are no
programs that can recognize handwritten Amharic
illegible or partly destroyed characters with variations
in the quality of the original documents obtained.

